
CHENNAI EXPRESS BUSINESS REPORTS

Chennai Express is a Indian Hindi-language action comedy film directed by Rohit Shetty .. The party was upset with
reports that the distributors of Chennai Express had demanded prime slots in single screen cinemas, and at some.

Salman Khan, in the past, has snubbed all attempts of reconciliation, initiated by Shah Rukh Khan. When they
finally unite, the film leaves a message that love knows no barriers of region or language and that with a
strong heart, there is no limit to what a common man can achieve. On the other hand he was eager to attend
the Goa trip, so, he and his friends make plans to dump the ashes at Goa. Business of 2nd and 3rd week
suggest that film is immensely liked the public and audiences in number has come to watch the flick. He plans
to meet his friends after commencing the journey at the Kalyan Junction station from where they would travel
to Goa by car. It has all the ingredients you'd expect from a big commercial masala filmâ€”big star cast,
drama, action, comedy, songs, the car chases and the big finish, all delivered in Rohit Shetty's unapologetic
ishtyle Exhibitors gauge audience mood by a film's opening, collections over the weekend, buzz on social
media and audience voxbox to decide how long they want to run it. Overall, this is a bubblegum blockbuster.
The blossoming crore club The crore club is getting bigger with each year. CE has broken infact all possible
box office record and has set new benchmark specially in India. Before his birth centenary celebration two of
Rahul's friends suggest going to Goa for a vacation to which he accepts. According to the trade, the rise in the
number screens is at the rate of 10 to 15 per cent per year. The movie was made on a budget of Rs 70 crore. As
they find love through this journey in the exuberant lands of South India, an unanticipated drive awaits them.
Chennai Express, having smashed known-records at the box office, has now taken the Shah Rukh Khan -
Salman Khan 'rivalry' to the next level. Final numbers yet to come in. When Rahul has plans of leaving
secretly, Meena does not want to earn the distrust of the affectionate villagers. But, they were forced to change
their plan when Rahul's grandmother told him that she would be coming to see him off at the station. While
he's on the journey, he unintentionally becomes the part of another journey : to Komban village, because of
being a witness to what happened with the ticket collector. It is a long festival weekend in India and it is
expected that 'Chennai Express' will break Indian as well as overseas box office records, including that of
Aamir Khan's movie 3 Idiots. The estimated first day total collection was expected to be much more than that,
the highest first day collection for a Bollywood movie in Singapore. Rahul's parents died in a car accident
when he was eight years old and it was his grandparents who brought him up. This mood may or may not
continue in the subsequent weekends," adds Mehta. Star Power The opening and total collection of a film has
always banked on its lead cast and genre. Then he notices four men are also running to catch the train. Those
days, each producer would try to release their film in the first week of the month, which was considered to be
the most beneficial month because people were in the mood to spend," explains Sanjay Mehta, exhibitor and
distributer in the New Delhi, UP and Punjab territories. Synopsis 1 Summaries A man heading towards
Rameshwaram via Chennai express to immerse his late grandfather's ashes unwillingly gets caught amidst
goons after helping their boss's daughter and them board the train. Most mediaplexes go by the market rule
according to which 60 per cent of screens are allotted to a new release while 40 per cent is retained for last
week's hit," says Girish Wankhede, exhibitor-distributer, Cinemax PVR. Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani - Rs crore
5.


